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About This Content

The Revolution II Unit Pack contains sixteen models with all new animations. Historically authentic and “what if” modeled units
are featured in the Age of Revolution. Enhance your game’s atmosphere with these musket, sabre, shako, and backpack

equipped units. The common Eastern units have also been embellished for this period. 

Includes Units For

 Saxony
 Russia
 Switzerland
 Italy
 Poland
 Bavaria
 Naples
 Brunswick
 Sicily
 Hanover
 Hesse
 Germany
 Oldenburg
 Holy Roman Empire
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Title: Europa Universalis III: Revolution II Unit Pack
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Paradox Development Studio
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP/Vista/7.0
Processor:Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz or AMD 3500+
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon® X1900 video card
DirectX®:9.0
Hard Drive:2 GB HD space
Sound:Direct X-compatible sound card
Additional:3-button mouse, keyboard, speakers, Internet connection for multiplayer

English,German
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I wouldn't recommend this DLC. It should have been included in the base game as it was produced and took resources away
from the base game during the development cycle. Simply anti consumer friendly move on CA's part. That being said, the
paywalled content is ok. There isn't really a tutorial for the YTR as the three factions you receive have entirely different
mechanics as opposed to the non paywalled factions. Using features like liberation stances to incite Yellow turban rebels to rise
up is cool, but you can't see how close or far you are to causing one since you can't see public order of cities that you don't
control. The tech system is an interesting change, as it's based off research similarly to past total war games as opposed to the
base game's factions' 5 turn reform waiting period. The Yellow Turban factions haven't any strong units as part of their late
game roster, it would seem that they peak out early to mid game, when you unlock your best units, which are superior for a short
time and after that, you'll have a rough time to go about it. Satisfaction is unbalanced for the YT factions as you have only a
limited number of administrator positions to keep them happy, which you have to essentially choose between having generals
high enough rank to recruit your better units and be unhappy, or have trash generals use trash units and be happy; even with the
reforms, it's still difficult to maintain satisfaction in a group that is known for a fanatical devotion to their ideals. All in all, its
interesting, but for $10, its a pass. You won't be missing much by not buying this dlc.. dang this game is fun. one of the better
vive games out there. i really like how the arms look. also, throwing orbs to drum&bass and dubstep makes me feel like a total
badass. looking forward to multiplayer. highly recommended if you are a rpg fan .Story is immersing choices matter the ending
 Choose wisely on chapter 2 roche or iorveth as it shapes the entire story . Okay, so maybe I was expecting something different,
but in my opinion this is too much "art" and not enough "game".. The game is well-written, offers plenty of choices in plenty of
aspects; there's many different classes you can choose to be (Wizard, Bard, Druid and so on), you can choose to be good or evil,
to become more like your hated enemy or to reject being like him. There's a bunch of likeable companions - which you can
romance if you like, and those romances are rather well done as well. All in all, a game worth it's price.

That said, there's some risk that you'll end up frustrated in the beginning, for the risk is that, because you don't always know
what stat increases your choices will lead to, or if it'll be enough - your first characters will likely end up... Lacking in several
aspects - my very first PCs back from when I played on the CoG site were so lacking at the end that I didn't bother saving those
for the sequel. Keep trying though, for it is certainly possible to end up with a character powerful in several ways at the end -
and even if you you don't, that is not necressarily fatal as the game can be lenient enough even to a PC that is lacking in several
ways at the end.. this is a funny game, quite hard sometimes but its nice to feel challenged. Coop is a blast. really good game, i
wasn't expecting that fun. A great add-on. The new architecture for the two subsaharan African civs is gorgeous, the new maps
are intriguing, and (best of all) the new civs are both very fun to play and strong but reasonably so. Can't comment on the
campaigns, but I've heard they're pretty good, and have full voice acting like in the original game.

Also, water combat is way, way better with the addition of Feudal Age versions of fire and demo ships. Going for a galley rush
is no longer the only competitive strategy on a water map.. This is an amazing game!
Yet you might need more RAM than what it says, for it is still slow for me.. It's a cute and easy puzzle. You can't be blocked :
the solution is available in each level if you wait a little.
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This is not an elaborate review, however they enjoyment and excitement I have been able to crop up from this game with only a
couple of hours is astonishing. It's a steal at this price point, including almost 2 full 20$ novels due to the nature of the varying
paths and decisions available. I would highly recommend this to anyone with a love of reading, of role playing games. If you
would like to check out some of the gameplay available, I will leave a link below to my channel, where I play through the game.
Spoilers beware, although your playthrough will not be the same as mine.
-https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/playlist?list=PLQRhrEoQAG0E86fEnakjSlwL9otl3yl4W. At the moment of writing this review I
have very little time in-game because I bought this way back when it was first released and just got my steam key, but this game
is so amazing in almost every way, especially for an indie project by a small team without much funding. The art is impeccable,
the writing pace never fails to make my heart drop during the especially horrific routes and each voice actor added to the
characters even more than was already provided. I hope to see this game get more attention and will be tuning in for future
updates as well as any other projects the team may pursue!. 11/10 would fund first-year game-design students again.. Only two
hours in and already a review?
Well, the game made me laugh.

Midway is a serious game that allows you to just do anything you like: fly a plane into dogfights, order a battleship to pound
your enemies or sneak around with a sub. It is an easy game to learn for the most part but hard to master. The game doesn't do
much handholding because it is probably made for a time when a game came with an instruction manual as part of the package,
so you either need to go to the internet or just figure out the controls for yourself and pray you get used to them before you get
gunned down by a Zero or broadsided by the Yamato.

The game leads to silly moments, like I am still unable to figure out how to dive bomb a ship, so I find myself often smashing
into it Kamikaze style. One hilarious moment was when I got the control over a destroyer and was told to sail to the other end of
a canal. While I got attacked by planes, a battery and torpedo boats I thought, geez, lets just bomb the Japanese base to
smithereens, which I proceeded to do. After returning with an seriously busted ship to the end of the canal feeling smug for
wrecking the Japanese base and everything in it, I got the message that I was about to be engaged by a destroyer. The fight that
ensued was totally awesome as I managed to outmanouver the enemy so it got stuck between me and the coast, forcing it to slow
down and thus giving me the opportunity to give it a full load of torpedos, most of which missed, but enough hit home to sink it.

Fun game if you don't take it seriously.

. A classic game. One of those games where the mechanics are simple but the gameplay is extraordinarily deep.

I've spent many many hours on this in the past and I'm glad to see that it's back!
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